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Introduction
You have probably been trading for a long time and you still

can’t make good results, even if you have tried many
strategies and indicators that you heard of in youtube
videos about traders making millions of dollars in just 1

month. You’re certainly now wondering what’s wrong with
you and you started doubting yourself. I bet you lost faith

in the whole process and you thought about quitting. 
But since you discovered the institutional trading, I assure

you that your trading journey will change its path. 
Once you start believing that trading is not about some
indicators crossing with the price and there is some part

manipulating the market, you’re in the right direction. 
Smart money, which are institutions and big banks,

manipulate all the markets by creating supports and
resistances levels in the price just to trap retail traders.

Once you put a short position at the level of a resistance,
you’ll notice that mostly, the price will take a bullish
direction, hit your stop loss and then continue in the

direction you anticipated first. 
So, to become a successful trader, you have to learn how

to trade like market makers ! 
 



Definitions

OB: Refers to Order blocks. In forex, the order blocks are used
by the banks to split their big orders into small chunks so that
they get their orders filled at better prices without disturbing
the market equilibrium. 

Bullish OB: The last down move before an upmove that leads
into a Break of Structure

Bearish OB: The last up move before a down move that leads
into a break of structure

Imbalance: Is a distance or a gap in between wicks formed when
the market is moving extremely quickly. At the level of an OB,
institutions buy very eavily and the sell everything off, that’s
explain the huge body candle. There was no demander at the
level of the OB so the price moved very quickly leaving a gap

BOS: Break of Structure 



























Keep it simple ! Every
trade is a risk ! You
will lose during your

time ! Accept it. Stay
positive , trust the

Process . If you don't
succeed at first, try

again. Patience Pays .
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